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Surveillance 

 

It is a tiresome business and is not simple. Although 

surveillance can be used even by children, it is usually carried 

out by adults with good physique, that is, in age range 20-50 

years. Those who need to surveil do not have any specific, 

conspicuous signs. Their main sign – is obscurity. From time to 

time they change clothes, hairstyles, glasses, use wigs, false 

beards or mustaches. 

 

All these items can be carried in a bag on the shoulder, and 

replacements may require just a few seconds - in a dark 

entrance. Note that the lower part of the wardrobe is not so 

easily substituted, and usually remains the same, that is; 

trousers, shoes, skirts. 

 

Surveillance is rarely carried out alone. This is because there 

is a risk of losing the target and becoming familiar. Between, 

is the following, seamlessly, utilizing communication devices or 

mobile phones. Inconspicuous and outward calm does not mean 

equanimity. If in the exit of the subway you flashed the person 

you have seen a half hour ago, it is hardly a coincidence, more 

likely evidence of primitively organized surveillance. 

 

‘Fillers’ usually avoid direct views, and meet all the eyes of 

the target, they can dramatically change direction. 

 

However, qualified surveillance is conducted via a fairly large 

group, so that none of its members lights up twice on your 

route. Fillers often present themselves when they lose visual 

contact with the object of their surveillance (you): with their 

behavior immediately changing, in contrast to ordinary passers-

by. In the moments when you have shared with fillers an opaque 

obstacle, she/he can bring the microphone to the mouth or mobile 



to transfer you to a colleague. Having lost sight of you, the 

Filler can become nervous, and even speed up the pace by 

running. 

 

Unusual behavior that we use to detect surveillance 

 

The route for the detection of surveillance is selected in 

advance by taking into account the places where possible Filler 

necessarily loses visual contact with the target (you). The 

easiest way, is by going around the corner, freezing in place. 

The Filler will be unpleasantly surprised when, puffing and 

panting, the corner behind you, and discover your calm scrutiny. 

 

This option is worsened by the fact that the enemy will know you 

have identified surveillance. Such a trap is better to think 

about in advance and because it just makes them more 

sophisticated: you should be able to watch the hustle-bustle of 

‘detectives’ and whoever else at the time when she/he does not 

see you. I think that this is better suited for an entrance 

window, showcases, cafe, or thick bush. 

 

It is usually easy to lure the enemy i.e. detectives thereof (I 

will refer to them as such) while in a public thoroughfare, 

albeit at a decent distance (30-60 meters), but will follow you 

for fear of losing. Remember that the route should not alert the 

enemy with their uniqueness: the enemy does not suspect that you 

are trying to detect surveillance. 

  

A further requirement to route - sufficient length and 

complexity 

 

It is recommend to spend time on identifying surveillance 0.75-2 

hours, and the transplant must have a place in public transport, 

change of direction, the walk along the crowded street (here 

Filler is kept at a distance of 3-5 meters), and on deserted 

streets (Filler behind you at a distance of 50-100 meters). Note 

that directly only one tracker can hang on the tail, but another 

might be nearby, for example, run parallel to the street. As an 

alternative route for the detection of surveillance - can offer 

a detour in shoe or clothing accessories stores. The enemy may 

be in a nearby subway, trolleybus (tram), or go to your car. 

 

 

Your task - It is easier to in the middle of a big crowded city, 

where traffic jams hamper promotion of vehicles. Get rid of the 

spies on cars or motorcycles and will help your customer traffic 

on one-way street against the traffic, of course! There is no 



need to dramatically turn around and change direction, 

‘detectives’ suspect that you have felt that you are 

surveillance, and will be more careful. You will be even more 

difficult to identify to them. Behave in such a way to lull 

their vigilance. Your appearance should be serene; at the same 

time you can portray violent activity on the purchase, for 

example, shoes: try on, consult with the seller, ask to postpone 

this pair, etc. 

 

Finding the right store at the mall can occupy you first, of 

course, not necessarily in the shoe department.  

 

Throw a reasonable look back while comfortably in front of a 

pedestrian crossing, expect until the car passes, in the same 

second "pinpoint" anyone who comes up to you on the sidewalk. 

 

A similar option is to stop at the bus stop and turn around when 

the bus is there. Another option, you pick up the payphone on 

the street and casually (vaguely) overlook the street behind. It 

is particularly convenient if the payphone is located just 

around a corner or in a yard, at the entrance of high-rises. 

Perhaps someone from the passers-by will turn away from your 

eyes dramatically or suddenly packs into the store. Perhaps 

someone will appear to you an hour later in a completely 

different part of town. 

 

There is the opportunity to discover the unusual behavior of 

others, using windows as mirrors; go to the newsstand, 

restaurant. 

 

On the main streets – it can be quite a long time to move along 

the windows, sliding along them with peripheral vision. 

Sometimes on the bridge, which climbs the stairway; here, no one 

will disturb you, glance down at her/his walk.  

 

Site inspections - better to plan the route in advance, then 

your actions will be more natural than of frenetic 

improvisation. Enter in buses and trams through the rear 

entrance and stay on the back of the site, if the detective must 

dare to sit in the same traffic, he will be in front of you (to 

rise through the front door) or the next.  

 

The public transport can present the opportunity to consider the 

other passengers, and what you will use. Who stops to take a 

quick look in your direction, for fear that you suddenly leave 

the salon? However, Filler can use other means of transport, 

usually a taxi. While going down the escalator, you should stand 



up to face the customer, on the step below. Then all the 

passengers, who became later on the tape, will be in front of 

you, at a glance. 

 

Who is waiting for a train and then captures your peripheral 

vision, fearing that you suddenly rush upstairs to the exit? 

Please note that the underground enemy sits normally in the next 

car and watches the object out, attracting little attention. The 

need for radio contact with colleagues can give detectives, when 

you change to another line. Pay attention to the people behind 

you with mobile phones, radios, or simply a hand near the mouth, 

there may be a clamped transceiver.  

 

When serious concerns arise, arrange in shops, cars and quickly 

(a few screening points of the route), her/his colleagues, and 

then interrogate them, someone behind your back they seem 

suspicious. Which cars depart from the house as soon as you go 

on with the client business.  

 

If you managed to discover a walking surveillance, discreetly 

inform the senior officer and ask her/him to repeat your 

maneuvers aimed at separation. Take away the senior officer into 

a crowded place, and try to get lost there; change public 

transport, leaving it to the last moment before closing the 

doors at the bus stop; while turning the corner, dramatically 

speed up the steps, turn into the driveway, use a black store 

swing-through entrance; You can, on the other hand, watch for 

tracking the corner and provoke her/him. 

 

Surveillance of the vehicle is carried out by at least two 

persons in a car. 

 

This rarely engaged skinheads, actually is more effective for 

this purpose, a woman with a child too. However, one is not a 

lot to track down, and usually need at least two, and preferably 

three. In other words, is the need for first-class observing.  

 

First-class monitoring exercise 3-8 people, including at least 

one woman, on multiple machines 

 

Between themselves, they are linked by radio and coded gestures. 

When using only two machines are both behind the right and left 

of the target (you), and from time to time are reversed. If 

there are 3rd and 4th machine, they are either waiting for you 

somewhere on the route to take, "the baton" from colleagues, or 

follow parallel streets and at any moment be ready to replace 

the 1st and 2nd machine. In the desert areas of tracking is easy 



to detect, so they usually outperform object by rolling into the 

alley and sometime waiting. If you train on vehicles and license 

plate memory, you will not spend this trick. 

 

For surveillance can be used vans, motorcycles, and in the 

courts and crowded places with limited movement and speed bikes. 

Is connected to the monitor and the children who are addicted to 

such a "game", especially for promised money. At a high-level 

monitoring often use special radio-signalizatory who do not give 

to lose your car in a busy traffic. 

 

This beeper that transmits sharp beeps "beep-beep-beep" and 

mounted anywhere, usually on the rear bumper, often using small 

magnets. "Long-range" beep - up to 8 km, and even in London, you 

will be hard to lose sight of having such an electronic spy. Do 

not forget about it - examine the car. 

 

To use the most common surveillance do so without any 

conspicuous excesses, not quite clean, not quite new, not bright 

colors, not too big and not too small. 

 

Abroad often use rent a car, but usually not more than once. 

However, if the car is painted with advertising, it is unlikely 

to participate in surveillance. These vehicles are often 

equipped with tracking systems and night vision devices 

(resembles binoculars, you wear on your head). Primitive does 

not provide sharp sight, during the day, but finds in the pitch 

dark silhouettes and allows you to confidently move without a 

single light. In tracking the machines are also used separate 

switches front and rear lighting. 

 

Keep in mind that somewhere around the corner, the driver can 

simply leave the car. It is therefore important to remember the 

brand and license plate of cars than their drivers.  

 

To detect surveillance, suddenly change direction and watch how 

it reacted to the surrounding. Displace to the sidewalk, around 

the corner and stop. Do it so that at any moment to be able to 

resume the movement, keep the space for turning and stop the 

engine. 

 

The fact is that this type of surveillance may be the case. 

Thus, the kidnapping of Aldo Moro provided 12 people on 5 cars 

and one motorcycle. 

 

In the darkness, if the opponent is not using NVG, you can hide, 

turning off the external lighting and removing the foot from the 



brake pedal; most likely, the enemy passes by, and you can go in 

the opposite direction: Convenient reception completely 

pointless maneuvers: a turn at 360°, motorway exit and return to 

it, and so on.  

 

Another way to detect surveillance; pretend that you are going 

to stay on the warning light, flashing green and yellow lights 

up when, slipping a crossroads: in this case, the witness will 

give her/himself away, having flown up to you at a red light. If 

you are not in doubt that the enemy is hanging on the tail, get 

ready for a road incident. Increase your distance from other 

cars. 

 

At the traffic lights do not get up close behind other cars. 

 

Try to escape from surveillance by means of unexpected twists, 

rebuilding lanes, driving through a red light, a good knowledge 

through courtyard and maze of the old town. 

 

Another option - your sudden entry under the ‘brick’ on the one-

way street. In flagrant violation of the rules there is hope 

that you will notice the traffic police; If you see them, you 

can throw in a pointed trick that will lead them into a rage. 

When they stop you, tell the reason for this strange behavior. 

 

If you are protecting someone contact the headquarters of 

her/his security team.  

 

So exert psychological pressure. Identification of such 

surveillance is not a problem, but it is difficult to get away 

from it. 

 

Such insolence of the enemy is often indicative of an imminent 

attack.  

 

Remember that a bad peace is better than a good quarrel. 

 

 

Secret Intelligence Service 

Notes from Identification of Surveillance 

 

Adversitate. Custodi. Per Verum 


